John Hayward's recent anthology of nineteenth-century English verse includes nothing by Charles Montagu Doughty. Hayward was an excellent anthologist. He read for himself and chose sensibly, with an eye to past as weII as to contemporary taste. He included such old favourites as "Breathes there the man, with soul so dead," or "She walks in beauty, like the night," without whose customary appearance a selection of nineteenth-century verse would be like a lopped tree; but he also managed to find space for more of John Clare's verse and Thomas Hardy's than has been usual, in response to the interest of the moment. He-omitted dramatic verse in order to make room somehow, but he was not frightened of the long poem, as so many of us are. He printed the whole of "Bishop Blougram's Apology," an heroic choice; and The Pre/t,de, Don Juan, and In Memoriam are represented in decent extracts. He knew that the long poem was essential for an understanding of the poetic consciousness of the century. But even so, he included nothing by Charles Doughty : length can have had nothing to do with this exclusion, though Doughty wrote one of the longest poems of the century.
for the intrinsic interest of its theme. More is the pity! for a wealth of poetic imagination, thinking, and craftsmanship has been lavished upon it, which, quality with quantity, can hardly be credited to another single poem in English . . . By this deliberate enrichment, as also by its general purpose and the treatment of its theme, The Dawn in Britain challenges comparison with the Aeneid .... ' " Hogarth was a fine scholar, Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum, and an Arabist-the only mark against him as a critic might be that he was not a Professor of English .
As I have said, Fairley's selection from The Dawn in Britain was his second effort on Doughty's behalf. I cannot understand why Fairley's Charles M . Doughty: A Critical Study has not been reprinted. It is One of the keenest critical studies of an English author of its time, and had the subject only been John Clare or Thomas Hardy, to choose Hayward's rising favourites, it would today be readily available in paperback and be providing the solid matter for innumerable student essays. Hogarth called it a "penetrating study," and, if that authority is to be suspected of partiality, Thomas J. Assad, writing in 1964 on Doughty as a traveller, refers to its author as "a very astute critic.'" Fairley's study should be reprinted, if not for the sake of Doughty, then as a model of criticism; generous, scrupulous, intelligible-opinioned, but never opinionated. And Fairley writes an excellent, pleasant prose.
But if Fairley has spent his remarkable talents on a negligible, or at the best, a peripheral, subject, as far as English literature is concerned, then it might be argued that he himself has impugned his standing as a serious critic. Such an argument would, of course, be nonsense. Doughty is a great writer, and no one has ever challenged it. Tra17els in Arabia Desena is one of the greatest travel books in English and, if we are prepared to go all the way with Fairley, "the last great monument of our prose.'" To pretend that such a writer does not require close and sensitive study is to retire into the inequalities of contemporary criticism.
T ra17els in Arabia Deserta is not an easy work. It has none of the meretriciousness which allures readers to so many books of travel. It is a stark, inhospitable book, like its subject, but like its subject, too, it is grand and complex, a challenge to our assumptions; and again like its subject, it needs a guide. D. G. Hogarth stated that Fairley's analysis "ought to be studied by all readers of Arabia Deserta,'" and Hogarth was at least an authority on Arabia, whatever may be thought of him as a judge of the Aeneid. Fairley's anaIysis is too close and sympathetic to be summarized-and why attempt the unnecessary when the reader can take down Fairley's study as readily as I can?-but he concentrates upon the two most puzzling aspects of the book, as far as the ordinary reader is concerned: the style and the character of the author, which may amount to the same thing.
Doughty's style has often been put down as wilful and archaic. This it not true. As Fairley says, it is "inconceivable that Doughty with his deep-rooted and instinctive artistry should admit any element of pure mannerism into his style; his life-work is against the assumption, and so is the effect which the Arabia itself makes upon us. In the long run the inevitability of the style is not likely to be questioned.'" The fact is, as Fairley indicates, that Arabia Deserta is not a book to be Ricked through for the sake of its pictures; almost certainly where the eye lights by this method it will be struck by the hard reRection from stony ground. Occasionally there is a picture. "When Doughty's prose soars," Fairley writes, remarking on a not very commOn occurrence, "it soars sharply upward like a heavy bird rising against a strong wind."· One of the greatest of the extractable passages is, to my view, the description of the heat and brilliance of the desert at noon. The following sentences are only a part of the description; they are even more telling in context: Grave is that giddy heat upon the crown of the head; the ears tingle with a flickering shrillness, a subtle crepidation it seems, in the glassiness of this sun-stricken nature; the hot sand-blink is in the eyes, and there is little refreshment to find in the tents' shelter; the worsted booths leak to this fiery rain of sunny light. Mountains looming like dry bones through the thin air, stand far around about us: the savage flank of Ybba Moghrair, the high spire and ruinous stacks of eI-JeMI, Chebad, the coast of Helwlm!' But such passages are rare. Most of the book gives the impression of being "like rough-cast masonry,"· in Fairley's telling phrase; a compound of crabbed place-names and transliterated Arabic terrns and snatches of high-Bown compliment and a copious vocabulary, impasted in a rhythm that does not fall skippingly off the tongue; a natural rhythm, but not the rhythm of casual speech. "Nomads living always in an uncorrupt atmosphere, are very imaginative of all odours. In entering towns, where they are sensible of diverse strange, pungent and ungrateful airs, it is common to see them breathe with a sort of loathing, through a lap of their kerchiefs."· Once the ear is adjusted to the style, suddenly the new possibilities that Doughty discovered in the language become evident and we begin to understand why there was no other way for him to describe Khaill's wanderings.
Fairley makes it very clear in one of the most acute passages in his study that the Charles M . Doughty who wrote the Arabia Deserta was not the same man as Khalil, the wanderer. After discussing Doughty's use of irony-an occasion in modern criticism when the term is used properly, and almost for that reason alone worth remark-Fairley goes on to say that Doughty "has also conveyed, if we study him carefully, what was much closer to himself as he wrote, his aloofness from his former self, Khalll."'· The style is Doughty's means of attaining this aloofness. It forces the reader to proceed with care and consequently to reach through an effort of comprehension to an understanding of Khalil's predicament and an almost overpowering sense of the world surrounding him-those mountains appearing as thin as paper in the attritive heat; the sharp voices and meagre faces of his fanatic Arab hosts. T. E. Lawrence called the book "a bible of its kind"; D. G.
H ogarth thought that the hero of the narrative had "something about him of the Son of Man""; and even if we think that such responses tend to exaggeration, we cannot deny the book's profound spiritual effect.
The spiritual effect is all the stranger because although Doughty travelled part of the way with the haj to Mecca, he himself was far from being a pilgrim. He was utterly separated from the Arabs both by religion and race. H e was intensely conscious of himself as an Englishman. He was an unswerving Christian, in the sense of belonging to Christian civilisation. He was instinctively prejudiced against many characteristics of the Semites, and Islam was for him a fanatic religion. He refused absolutely to compromise himself; he was as English when he came out as he had been when he had gone in to Arabia, and he made nO attempt to disguise his beliefs, at the cost of repeated insults and at some risk to his life.
l2 He was not a wealthy or influential traveller, able to buy or insinuate his way into the secrets of the desert. He was unprotected and poor; a hanger-on, a nuisance, a stiff-necked infidel. But Doughty never solicits our sympathy for Khalll, on behalf of his nationality and religion. The "spiritual effect" of the travels does not arise from the comfortable identification of the reader with Khalil through kinship and pity; as Fairley implies, Doughty's irony stops any nOnsense of that kind. It COmes rather from Khalll's resolution under the brunt of experience, and his unshakeable integrity. The source of this strength is the one indicated by Doughty himself, writing later in life when his travels in Arabia were far behind him. "There is a simplicity and, so to say, rigidity and standing up dignity of personal life," he wrote to a friend in 1907, "which will carry a man through everything: and age will sufficiently mellow it, without a man's laying it down of himself."" The moral stamina and attitude to experience combined in this wise remark is the quality that must strike every reader of Arabia Deserta. The matter is clinched by Fairley in a remark that Thomas J. Assad quotes with approval: "to read the Arabia and then to read
The Character of the Happy WalTior is to wish to rewrite Wordsworth's Englishman in the light of Doughty."" Such a "rigidity and standing up dignity," or consciousness of race and religion, might lead anyone who had not read Arabia Deserta into supposing that Doughty's strict refusal to identify-an art perfected in our age-must have prevented him from having written a good book of travels, however interesting it may otherwise be as a personal document. The case is exactly the opposite. Thomas J. Assad, comparing Doughty with Richard Burton and Wilfrid Blunt, concludes that though he "certainly did not know the Arabs and their culture so well as did Burton, and though he felt nothing like the sympathy which Blunt felt for the Arabs, Doughty has written a book which far surpasses the work of any writer on Arabia."" Doughty's resistance to Arabia is the unlikely reason for his success; his refusal to be undermined by his strange and gruelling experience. And because he remains himself and must grimly concentrate on matters of the moment in order to survive, he is able to give full weight to the identity of the people and objects about him. He does not happily modify their character on the pretence of naturalizing with them, or lose sight of differences by resorting to convenient explanations. He describes what he saw as he saw it; he accounts for what he thought and felt by the effect of the outside world On him through his senses; and gradually, not On this page and another, but cumulatively, through many, many pages, Arabia is built up until it seems to enclose us as completely as it does its wandering inhabitants.
I think the reasons for Barker Fairley's admiration of Doughty are very clear. He is himself as thoroughly English as Doughty-he has even something of the mariner-like air which was such a marked feature of the other-and where could you more readily find a living example of "that rigidity and standing up dignity of personal life," which, as I have suggested, is the key to an understanding of the character of the hero of Arabia Deserta. And Doughty's rider can certainly be applied to Fairley, with critical affection: "age will sufficiently mellow it, without a man's laying it down of himself."
I trust that I shall not be suspected of trying to turn aside with compliments the awkward query I raised right at the start. The prose work has long been recognized as a masterpiece: 'We say of your book," Robert Bridges declared in 1888, "that it stands out of the flatness of modern literature as Etna from Sicily."" But what about the poetry? As we read The Dawn in Britain, Fairley argued, "its claim to be placed among our greatest poems urges itself more and mOre strongly upon the judgment."l7 Adam Cast Fortlt, the later and shorter poem, is for him "one long miracle."" Fairley must be taken as having written in vain, if John H ayward's choice is any guide.
Fairley may have been disposed to like Doughty's poetry, at least its style, through having been schooled in the same tradition of Germanic philology. Doughty read geology at Cambridge, of course, not modern languages, but after he had gone down and set out on his years of wandering, he crossed first into Holland and learnt "Hollandish-which, with Danish," he continued, describing his early experiences, "(I was nearly a year in Norway in 63-4) gave me a philological feeling in English."'· Doughty's passionate and patriotic interest in the origins and early genius of the English tongue, as of the English race, led him into the Herculean task of attempting to revitalize the language by returning the poetic tradition to its great originator, Chaucer, and his disciple, Edmund Spenser. "This book is my Life's work," he wrote, in the course of arranging for the publication of the Dawn; "a continuation of Chaucer and Spenser, such as conceivably they might have written in the present: and intended to be perfected in Form, as is the Shepherd's Calendar, or the least of Chaucer's tales."'· Doughty's ambition was enormous; his determination, equal. He studied day in, day out, from 6.30 in the morning to 9 at night. He could speak of the "austerity of his absorbed life" without fear of contradiction . He was impelled onwards not by literary ambition in the usual sense, but by a fervent patriotism-by the same Single-minded devotion to duty that he would have shown in battle, had he not been rejected on medical grounds for the navy. H e wrote for the sake of his country. "To my mind and humble reading of Nature," he declared to Edward Garnett, "a Nation without some fervent Patriotism, without Religion; that is lacking those aspirations and higher ideals which lift men above themselves: is already self-slain;"" And he demanded that he should be read in the same spirit as he wrote. A work like The Daw", he wrote to his publishers, "after all, presupposes a Reader who has some patriotic acquaintance with his own language and the tradition of Chaucer and Spenser.""
The arguments can be seen already mounting against the poem, without a line having yet been read. The tradition of verse in which Doughty worked was the philological and antiquarian, which had arisen in the eighteenth century. It had accounted for the remarkable revival of interest in Chaucer and Spenser, and in early literature generally, which had been such a feature of the romantic movement. But when Doughty took it up, this tradition was in decline, and as it declined with increasing rapidity during the later years of his life, he was left stranded, to be viewed in all his impotent bulk by those who chanced to come his way. He is not alone in his isolation. He lies under the protecting shade of Spenser, the most unread of the great poets.
The theme of The Dawn is a great national theme, the evolution of the English people and the planting of Christianity among them; but however true to the spiri t of history, the narrative is invented in the spirit of Spenser's mythology. Fairley puts the matter in another and more telling way. Doughty's "careful researches" in preparation for the poem, he writes, "gave him a great knowledge of antiquities, with only a bare outline of events and personalities . .. The information he was able to collect was of the right sort. It contained much of the incidental detail which he could not have successfully invented, and left the proper field of invention, the field of action, open to him."" T ruly perceived and excellently expressed; but a question still remains to be put. What happens, supposing the reader cannot believe, or, rather, since belief in this sense depends on the state of a culture rather than upon the individual will, is unable to believe in the mythology governing the action? The poem must then fail to transmit "the enormouS vitality" that unquestionably "went into the making of it."2.
The Dawn in Britain is more than three times as long as the Aeneid, and to rummage through it for a compendious example of the failure of Doughty's mythology is an absurdity that only lack of space could compel me to risk, but here is a passage from Book One, which may at least indicate how the action can fail to engage the reader's imagination. Crispin, a mortal and a prince, and Agygia, a nymph, fall in love, but Crispin, believing that he has lost her, blasphemes against heaven and is struck dead by the Thunder God. Agygia is unaware of his death until she learns of it in the midst of the happy annual festivities of the nymphs, in which, for her beauty's sake, she bears a chief part:
But, ah! of nimhle fays of the wild field, Brown elves and satyrs, leaping from nigh wood; All swift-foot children of the forest god, Her loved mortal's hapless fate, she hears! Then she the dank leaf-dropping russet groves, With long·drawn voice fills of divine lament. Like cow, she fares, which lately did bring forth, Whose calf night-wolves have rent; that mad with grief, Runs hither, thither, headlong in wild field.
Ran holy Pan, the father of the wood,
To know what means so far resounding voice,
Of divine grief. His pipe he brake, for ruth, Of oaten reeds; and wept the wavering god, Neath shagged brows and crown of shining leaves, He those fair lawns his satyrs bade deface; And shake all bare the withered boughs in forest."
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The passage is one of those included by Fairley in his selection from The Dawn in Britain, and can, therefore, be accepted as a fair illustration of Doughty's style. As far as the diction is concerned, I think that it could be used to substantiate the truth of one of Fairley's most closely argued contentions, that Doughty "endeavoured to bring the element of English reminiscence in his poetic style under strict control, withholding it for as long as he chose and liberating it unobtrusively when it so pleased him"··; and that, in the matter of vocabulary, he "deprives his words of precisely the quality which another poet might cultivate and pours his whole energy into isolating them and filling them with their separate and elementary significance."·7 Yet even admitting these truths, which Fairley does, I think, establish, the passage seems to lack the quality that wins complete acceptance for the prose of the Arabia Deserta, in spite of "its rough-cast masonty"-the quality of irony, which, as Fairley has brilliantly pointed out, is of the essence of the book's greatness. Irony would have enabled the reader to accept Doughty'S "elves and satyrs and holy Pan" without incredulity.
I think it is possible to be categorical because the successful use of irony to revitalize an outmoded mythology and its attendant expressions can be found elsewhere in modem poetry-in T. S. Eliot's Four Quartets, to refer greatly. Why Doughty failed, or refused-for the other verb seems Singularly inappropriate in the case of Doughty-to draw upon this resource, when he was so expert in its pOSSibilities, may be explained by comparing the poem with its great prose forerunner. Doughty was pitched almost involuntarily into Arabia and his estrangement from his surroundings encouraged irony; but early, amorph ous Britain was a mythical region of his own chOOSing, with a history and characters of his own selection , where they were not of his invention. The poem became an uninterrupted issue of his personality which, while it encouraged self-expression (for Doughty's "emotional nature we must go to the poetry," Fairley says") stiBed self-awareness and critical detachment. Irony, which might have been the poem's salvation, was lost.
As I expected I would, I have argued myself into approving of John H ayward's verdict in his anthology. In spite of all his pretensions, Doughty is to be excluded from the English poets; he is a classic of our prose-in company with Dryden and Pope. The mocking echo of Matthew Arnold's absurd affirmation makes me pause. Spenser may be unread, and the enormous resources of his art and mythology lie undrawn on, but no one would dare, except out of cheek, to affirm that he was not a great poet-temporarily moribund, at the most. But Charles Doughty is his declared disciple and when the time comes for his master to stir, he may also be seen to move, not only out of sympathy, but because he is a fine poet in his Own right, who belongs to the past only in the scope and majesty of his design : "The Dawn in Britain," wrote Fairley, significantly throwing his verb into the future tense, "is a poem that will have to be reckoned with in the fullest sense of the word."20 The least service of Barker Fairley's brilliant study of Doughty is that it helps us to bear this possibility in mind.
